Program control dependence has substantial impact on applications such as dynamic information flow tracking and data lineage tracing (a technique tracking the set of inputs that affects individual outputs). Without considering control dependence, information can leak via implicit channels without being tracked; important inputs may be absent from output lineage. However, considering control dependence may lead to a large volume of false alarms in information flow tracking or undesirably large lineage sets. We identify a special type of control dependence called strict control dependence (SCD). The nature of SCDs highly resembles that of data dependences, reflecting strong correlations between statements and hence should be considered the same way as data dependences in various applications. We formally define the semantics. We also describe a cost-effective design that allows tracing only strict control dependence. Our empirical evaluation shows that the proposed technique has very low overhead and it greatly improves the effectiveness of lineage tracing and taint analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Program dependences are essential for a wide range of applications. Dynamic information flow tracking [20, 17, 11] Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. prevents confidential information from being leaked to untrusted entities, e.g. it prevents user passwords from being sent out through a network connection, by monitoring propagation of information through program dependences. Taint analysis [2, 19] taints data received from outside. Taints are propagated through program dependences to mark the data that are affected by untrusted inputs. Once tainted data are used in critical places, such as pointer de-references or control flow transfers, warnings are produced to indicate that system integrity may be compromised. Slicing [21, 9] identifies the set of statements that influences the value of a given variable through program dependences, for the purposes of debugging, regression testing and so on. Lineage tracing [26, 3] computes the set of inputs that have contributed to the value of a given variable. It also relies on capturing program dependences. Traditionally, program dependences are classified as data and control dependences [6] . Informally, a statement j is data dependent on i if and only if a variable is defined at i and then used at j. A statement j is control dependent on a predicate p if and only if the execution of j is directly decided by the branch outcome of p. Many of the aforementioned applications rely solely on data dependences. For instance, many taint analyses propagate taints through only data dependences. In other words, assume statements i and j are i: x=...; ...; j: y=f(x); and j is data dependent on i. Variable y gets tainted if x gets tainted. Similarly, most information flow tracking systems monitor only data dependences. For example, if x at i is confidential, y at j is confidential as well because of the data dependence. However, it is known that control dependence causes implicit information flow [11] , which may lead to information leaks or integrity violations not being detected.
Consider the example in Fig. 1 (a) . Variable secret contains confidential information. If the true branch is taken at line 2, there is information flow from secret to output because output==1 dictates secret==1000. Hence, there is information leak at 6. However, such leak can not be captured by considering only data dependences as the definition to output at 4 does not use any variables. In a recent study on the practicality of taint analysis [19] , implicit information flow is noted as one of the dominant reasons for false negatives.
Simply considering control dependences is nonetheless problematic. The sample consequence in information flow and taint analyses is that substantial amount of data that is not closely relevant to the confidential (tainted) data is unnecessarily flagged as confidential (tainted). Consider the example in Fig. 1 (b) . Assume the true branch of the predicate is taken. If the control dependence between statements 4 and 2 is considered, output is flagged as confidential and the packet send at 6 is considered as an information leak. However, there is hardly any information leak. In particular, from the observable packet sent at line 6, the attacker can only infer secret>1000. That is to say, the control dependence reveals very few information. We will show later in this paper: since such not-so-informative control dependences are so pervasive in programs, considering them leads to a large number of false positives. Similarly in lineage tracing, if such control dependences are considered, the lineage sets of many outputs contain almost the universal set of inputs even though most of the inputs may not be relevant to the outputs. Other researchers [2] also have similar observations.
Our observation is that while many control dependences should not be considered, otherwise false positives are introduced, there are some control dependences whose characteristics closely resemble those of data dependences and hence they should be considered the same way as data dependences. We call them the strict control dependences (SCD). The reason why most applications consider only data dependences is that data dependences often denote strong correlations. Consider the simple data dependence between i and j: i: x=...; ...; j: y=x+1;. We can observe that the value of y is closely related to the value of x. In particular, any change to x at i leads to change to y at j. From the value of y, we can precisely reverse engineer the value of x. We observe that such strong correlations are often manifested by some control dependences. Consider the variable output at line 4 and secret at line 2 in Fig. 1 (a) (assuming the true branch is taken). Although their correlation is introduced through control dependence, from the value of output, we can precisely decide the value of secret. Changing the value of secret to anything else leads to the other branch being taken and hence output containing a different value. Thus, it is a SCD. In comparison, the control dependence in Fig. 1  (b) is not a SCD as changing the value of secret does not necessarily change the branch outcome. We call them loose control dependences.
In this paper, we develop a technique to detect SCDs. In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We define the concept of strict control dependence and introduce its semantics. Based on the semantics, a static analysis is designed to identify predicate branches that give rise to SCDs. We find that SCD can be possibly induced by all comparative operators besides the "==" operator.
• We introduce instrumentation rules that detect dynamic SCDs during execution. We also demonstrate
rook knight king [7] pawn bishop rook pawn pawn [6] ... ... Figure 2 : A chess board layout described by an input string "3rn2k/2pb1rpp/". In particular, letters r, n, k, p, and b denote rook, knight, king, pawn, and bishop, resp. Numbers indicate how many empty cells in between. Each '/'-delimited substring specifies the layout of a row.
how these rules can be integrated into output lineage computation.
• We evaluate the effectiveness of SCDs by showing the sizes of the lineage sets computed. We compare the results with those considering only data dependences and those considering both data and classic control dependences. We develop a metric that can approximate the ideal lineage sets based on input fuzzing. We use the ideal lineage sets to show the false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) of the different configurations.
Our results show that considering only data dependences leads to high FN and considering both data and classic control dependences has high FP, whereas considering data and strict control dependences has low FN and low FP.
• We evaluate the cost of computing SCD, and compare it with other options. The results show that computing SCD slows down program execution by 76% while computing all control dependences slows down by 294%.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
We use a real example in lineage tracing to demonstrate the effect of SCD. Lineage tracing identifies the set of inputs that contributes to individual output values. It has been used in data validation and debugging [26, 3] . One can consider it as a generalized form of taint analysis with the taint being a set of inputs. Consider 186.crafty in SPECINT 2000. It is a high-performance artificial intelligence chess program. It takes chess board layout as the input and searches for best moves within bounded steps. A chess board layout is described by a string. For instance, a string such as "3rn2k/2pb1rpp/" describes a layout for the 8 × 8 chess board as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 presents a fragment from the program that parses the input string and generates the chess board layout. In particular, the layout is stored in an array tboard of 64 elements. A dictionary bdinfo is used for interpreting each char in the input string. Array firstsq represents the starting index of each rank (row) in the tboard array. For example, as described by the values in line 8, the top row starts at index 56 in tboard and the second row starts at 48. Variables whichsq and num describe the rank position and column position of the current square, resp. The loop in lines 13-28 is responsible for parsing the input string. It traverses each char in the input string. For each char, in lines 14 and 15, it identifies the entry in the dictionary bdinfo that matches the input char, and stores it in variable match. If match equals to 24, meaning the input char is the end symbol of a rank, in lines 17-20, the column position is reset, the rank position is incremented, and the beginning index of the new rank is loaded. that the input char is a number, in lines 22 and 23, the current square is updated according to the specified number of free squares. If neither case is true, the input char must be a piece such that the corresponding array element is set at line 26.
Assume we want to compute the lineage of the elements in array tboard after the parsing phase, namely, the set of input values that affects the value of an array element. Consider the prior lineage computation [26] that relies on only data dependence. Note that all definitions to array tboard occur in line 26, using variables square and match. Leveraging such an observation, we propose to quantify the strength of control dependence and consider only strict control dependence. Next, we illustrate the idea by computing the lineage of tboard[50] for the previous input string, which corresponds to the pawn at square c7 in Fig. 2 and the 8th char in the input string. From the code snippet in Fig. 3 , we can tell that the value at tboard[50] is defined when the 8th input char is processed (during the 8th iteration of the main loop). Inside the iteration, the input char 'p' is compared with the dictionary entries in lines 14 and 15 until the entry bdinfo [6] =='p' is found, reflected by the predicate args Furthermore, the definition at 26 also uses variable square and hence the lineage of tboard[50] also involves those inputs propagated through square. The 7th input char '2' processed in the previous iteration lead to the increment of square in line 23. Hence, it is in the lineage set of square and then it flows to the lineage set of tboard [50] . Note that square is initialized for each new rank at line 20, which is strictly control dependent on line 16. Line 16 uses match, which is strictly control dependent on the last loop predicate instance at 14 that involves the 6th input char '/'. Hence, the lineage of tboard[50] contains the 6th, 7th and 8th chars ("/2p"). Indeed, the 6th and 7th chars decide the position of the square on the board and the 8th char decides the piece of the square. They are clearly strongly correlated to the piece at c7 on the board. Changing any of these input chars will end up changing that piece. In contrast, changing other input chars does not change the piece. Compared to the empty lineage set generated by considering only data dependences, and the lineage set that is the universal set of inputs generated by also considering all control dependences, the lineage set generated by considering SCDs is more informative and more relevant.
EPSILON SEMANTICS
The goal of strict control dependence is to discover strong correlations between statements and the predicates that guard the statements. The formal definition of SCD is given as follows. Condition (1) dictates that s be directly or transitively control dependent on p. Condition (2) specifies that the branch outcome leading to s's execution determines that the left-hand side and the right-hand side expressions of the predicate have only a compile time constant difference. Such a condition reflects the strong correlations between the variable defined by s (let it be x) and e1 and e2. Intuitively, if an arbitrarily small ǫ 1 is applied to e1, the expression equivalence must not hold, s must not get executed according to the condition, and hence x must have a different value. The same correlation is present between e2 and x. Such strong correlations are very similar to those enabled by data dependences, e.g. in x = e1 + e2, because ǫ applied to either e1 or e2 will be reflected on x. The SCD defined above is also called the ǫ-SCD. We will show later that in many cases the constant c in the expression equation is 0, but SCD may occur even when c is some non-zero compile time constant.
Consider the example in Fig. 3 . According to the definition, we have 17 scd − − → 16. It is trivial to see condition (1) is satisfied. From the fact that 17 is executed, we can infer that match ≡ 24 and hence condition (2) is satisfied. Condition (3) is also true and hence there is a SCD. Observe that applying an ǫ to match will lead to 17 not being executed. If we change the predicate at line 16 to if (match>24), the true branch is no longer a SCD branch and there is no SCD between 17 and 16 because condition (2) is not satisifed. From the fact that 17 is executed, we can only infer match>24, there are many valuations of match that satisfy the constraint. The compile time constant that ensures equivalence does not exist.
An important source of SCD is equivalence comparison such as line 16 in Fig. 3 . More particularly, the true branch of an equivalence predicate (==) or the false branch of a non-equivalence predicate (!=) are SCD branches. Such predicates can be easily identified at compile time through static analysis. Later, we will show SCDs can originate from other comparative predicates.
Statement s while ( s is the immediate postdominator of stack.top()) stack.pop() 
RUNTIME DETECTION OF SCD
In this paper, we consider applications such as lineage tracing and dynamic information flow tracking. Hence, we 1 Expressions e1 and e2 could be any types allowing comparison; ǫ must always be 1 if they are integers.
are interested in detecting dynamic occurrences of SCDs through instrumentation. Particularly, if s is SCD on p, an execution instance of s causes a dynamic SCD between the s instance and the p instance that guards the execution of the s instance. In the remainder of the paper, the term strict control dependence also means dynamic strict control dependence, depending on the context. Because a SCD branch may be nested in another SCD branch, we use a stack at runtime to handle such nesting as presented in [23, 11] . If a branch is decided to be a SCD branch at compile time, at runtime, the instrumentation pushes the predicate onto the stack (Rules (1) and (2) in Fig. 4) . The stack entry is only popped when the immediate post-dominator of the entry is encountered (Rule (3)), because a branch is delimited by the predicate and its immediate post-dominator. In the instrumentation of Rule (3), a loop is used to pop multiple consecutive predicates on the stack that have the same immediate post-dominator. That is, the same immediate post-dominator serves as the end of multiple branches. This could occur in the presence of nested conditional statements or loops. Any statement execution is strictly control dependent on the top entry on the stack. Nesting is captured by the inner branch being placed on top of the outer branch in the stack. Note that other non-SCD predicate executions, such as the false branch of an equivalence predicate, do not lead to any stack operations. Consider an example in Fig. 5 . The code snippet is presented on the left. During execution, the instrumentation according to the rules in Fig. 4 is presented in the middle. The stack status is shown on the right. Observe that predicates 1 and 7 are pushed onto stack according to Rule (1). They are popped before the executions of 12 and 9, resp. No instrumentation is added for the predicate at 3 as the true branch is not a SCD branch. The execution of line 8 is strictly dependent on predicate at 7, which is in turn strictly dependent on the predicate at 1. Line 10 is strictly dependent on predicate at 1 even though it is syntactically enclosed by the true branch of 3. 6 presents the rule for lineage computation in the presence of SCD. In particular, a statement execution is canonicalized to the form shown in Rule (L1), which is an assignment to a righthand side variable d after computation on a set of lefthand side variables s1, ..., sn. Note that a predicate can be considered as an assignment to a phantom boolean variable if needed. The meaning of the rule is that all the inputs involved in the computation of any lefthand side variable become part of d's lineage, together with the lineage of the closest SCD branch that guards the assignment. In Fig. 5, assume a, b , and c are inputs. Upon executing line 7, LN(c==20 T )=LN(a==10 T ) ∪ {c}={a, c}. The rule for dynamic information flow tracking can be similarly defined and is omitted for brevity.
IMPLICIT SCD
It is known that information can be propagated through channels caused by execution omission [28] . Such dependences are neither data dependences nor control dependences. They are implicit, and hence called implicit dependences.
In particular, such dependences arise if the definition of a variable is present in one branch (let it be the true branch without losing generality) but absent from the other (let it be the false branch). If at runtime, the false branch is taken, there is a correlation between the variable and the predicate even though the definition of the variable is omitted in the false branch. It is the omission that causes the correlation.
Consider the example in Fig. 7 (a) . Variables x and y are initialized to 0. If the predicate at 2 takes the true branch, x is incremented. Otherwise, y is incremented. Assume the false branch is taken, we observe that there is dependence between the value of x and the predicate outcome. In other words, from x = 0, we can infer the false branch must have been taken. Observe that such dependence is not caused by data dependence or control dependence, but rather the omission of the definition to x in the false branch.
Handling implicit dependences in general is hard as predicates may guard large program regions. For instance, the two branches of a predicate may contain different complex control flows and call different sequences of functions. The set of variables that have their definitions omitted from one of the branches is hard to identify. Or even if they can be identified, there may be so many of them, giving rise to a large volume of implicit dependences. In [28] , an offline algorithm was proposed to reveal the implicit dependence in a demand-driven fashion for the purpose of debugging. To test the presence of an implicit dependence between a variable and a predicate, the technique switches the branch outcome of the predicate during execution and observes if the variable is defined in the other branch. If so, the implicit dependence is true. One re-execution is needed to decide an implicit dependence. While such a solution is good for debugging, in which a large number of re-executions can be tolerated, it is not suitable for applications such as input lineage tracing or dynamic information flow that requires on-the-fly computation.
Properly handling implicit dependences is highly desirable for SCD computation, which is particularly true for loop related SCDs. Consider the example in Fig. 3 The predicate instance at L takes the false branch and gives rise to SCD. However, the SCD branch has an empty body. In other words, the fact that match does not get updated induces the strict dependence between match and the predicate at L: from match ≡ 2, we can infer
Fortunately, implicit dependences become easier to be handled in the context of SCD. The reason is that most predicate branches are not SCD branches and implicit dependences caused by those branches do not reveal strong correlations and hence don't need to be captured. For example, if the true branch of the predicate at line 2 in Fig. 7 (a) is taken, there is an implicit dependence between the value of y and the predicate. However, since it is not a SCD branch, the correlation between y and the predicate is not strong. In particular, applying an ǫ to a (the left-hand side of the predicate) or to 10 (the right-hand side) may not change the branch outcome and hence the value of y remains the same.
We transform the program such that implicit dependences inside SCD branches can be turned into regular explicit SCDs. The idea is similar to those presented in [2, 11] : for a variable that is defined in the branch opposite to the SCD branch but not in the SCD branch, a dummy identity assignment to the variable is inserted to the SCD branch. Since the identity assignment does not change the value of the variable, it allows the SCD being explicitly captured without changing program semantics. The transformation rules are presented in Fig. 8 . Statement S1 represents the statement(s) in the true branch and S2 the statement(s) in the false branch. The highlighted statements are inserted by the transformation. Function mustD(S) gives the set of variables that must be defined in the (composite) statement S. If the SCD branch is the true branch (Rule T1), for each variable vx that must be defined in the false branch but not in the true branch, an identity assignment is inserted at the end of the true branch. In applications such as taint analysis or lineage tracing, the explicit SCDs between the dummy assignments and the predicate allow the taint bit (lineage set) of the predicate being propagated to variables v1, v2, ..., and Figure 8 : Handling Implicit SCD.
vn, and then the following program statements that make use of these variables. The missing links are hence remedied. The rule for the false branch (T2) is similarly defined. In Fig. 7 (a) , mustD(3)-mustD(5)={x}-{y}={x}. The identity assignment "x=x" is inserted after 5 in Fig. 7 (b) . Assume we are computing lineage, according to Rule (L1) in Fig. 6 , LN(x) = LN(a!=10 F ) ∪ LN(x) = {a} upon executing the inserted statement. Later, when x is used at line 7, LN(z)=LN(x)={a}. The effect of both SCD and implicit dependence is faithfully captured.
For the loop at line 14 in Fig. 3 , according to the transformation rule, an identity assignment to match is added to the false branch of the loop predicate, which is essentially the loop exit.
It is worth noting that the function mustD is computed through static analysis. It is defined in a way similar to busy expression analysis. In particular, a variable is present in mustD(S) if and only if it is defined along all paths in the sub control flow graph of S. Details are elided. Furthermore, observe that the inserted dummy assignments are not contributing to the state of the original program but rather to the analysis piggyback on the execution. They can be eliminated after the phase of application specific instrumentation, e.g. instrumentation for lineage tracing.
SCD BEYOND EQUIVALENCE TESTING
So far we have been discussing SCD caused by equivalence testing (including '==' and '!=' operators). We observe other comparison operators such as '<', '>', '<=', and '>=' can nonetheless induce SCD. According to Definition 1, one of the conditions is that the equivalence of the left-hand side and the right-hand side expressions of the predicate can be inferred. While this cannot be directly induced when only these operators are assumed, it can be induced when considered jointly with other predicates along the path to the predicate. In other words, the equivalence can be inferred from the path conditions. Consider the example in Fig. 9 (a). When line 4 is executed, the path 1, 2 and 3 must have been taken. The conditions are a0<10, a1=a0-1 and a1>7, in which a0 and a1 represent the values of variable a at lines 1 and 3, resp. From these conditions, a1≡ 7+1. Hence, line 4 is strictly control dependent on line 3 according to Definition 1. A more common pattern of such SCDs occurs in loops. In Fig. 9 (b) , we can observe that upon the exit of the loop, there is a strong connection between the value of sum and the value of end, although the predicate does not have an equivalence testing. Note that the execution corresponding to the last two instances of the loop predicate is equivalent to the following. Identity assignments are inserted into the else branch of 11b according to the previously described transformation. Let the values of i in lines 11a and 11b be i0 and i1, resp. From the path conditions, we have the conjunction i0<end ∧ i1=i0+1 ∧ i1>=end. We can easily infer that i1==end when the loop exits. According to the definition, there are SCDs from the identity assignments to the predicate at 11b. Hence, the relation between sum and end is faithfully captured. Note the loop pattern in Fig. 9 (b) is very common.
Since the operators are no longer equivalence comparison, it is not trivial to statically identify the SCD branches such that proper instrumentation can be added. We propose a static analysis to identify such SCD branches. In particular, given a branch outcome (true or false) of a predicate e1 ⋄ e2, we identify the predicate branches that it is directly or transitively control dependent on. Note that it means that such branches have to be taken in order to reach the given predicate. The conjunction of the path conditions denote the must condition of executing the given predicate branch. If variables involved in the path conditions are updated, such as "a--" in Fig. 9 (a) or "i++" in (b), the corresponding constraints also need to be conjoined with the path conditions. If the e1 ≡ e2 + c can be inferred from the conjunction, the given branch is a SCD branch.
For a loop predicate p, the algorithm conducts similar reasoning by unrolling the last n instances of the loop predicate with the last instance taking the false branch and others the true branch. The algorithm gradually strengthens the conjunction by increasing n from 2. If equivalence can be inferred, the last instance denotes a SCD branch. It is worth mentioning that if the equivalence is inferred when n equals to a constant t, at runtime, the loop predicate has to execute t times to ensure the last instance is a SCD branch. For example, we prove the equivalence for the case in Fig. 9 (b) with n = 2. Hence, the loop has to iterate once (and hence the predicate has to execute twice) for the SCD to be true. If the first instance of loop predicate takes the false branch and the loop is not entered, it implies end<=0, the strong connection between end and sum is not present because sum has the same value for many possible values of end satisfying end<=0. Theoretically, the instrumentation needs to test the loop count to make sure it is larger than t. In practice, our instrumentation only needs to test if the difference between the two expressions in the loop predicate is equivalent to the derived constant c. For the case in Fig. 9 (b), we add a guard "i==end" in the false branch of the loop predicate to ensure it is a SCD branch. Note that in many cases equivalence cannot be inferred. For example, assume the loop "for (i=a;i<100;i+=3)". Upon loop exit, it may be true that i==100, i==100+1 or i==100+2. Hence, there is not a compile time constant c such that i==100+c holds. We find that most loops fall into a small number of patterns. We leverage these patterns to speed up the analysis. For instance, if the loop induction variable is updated continuously, e.g. i++, the false branch of the loop predicate, regardless the type of the comparison, can always give rise to SCD.
EVALUATION
Our technique is implemented on GCC-4.4.0. The implementation consists of the SCD analysis and a lineage tracing system that is used to evaluate the effectiveness of SCD. The static analysis and transformations are done on the GIM-PLE IR. Compared to other gcc IRs, GIMPLE is relatively simple and is language independent and machine independent. Our analysis is implemented as a compiler pass that is right after the generation of the GIMPLE IR and before any optimization passes. The reason is that we can leverage the later optimizations to optimize the instrumentation together with the original code. We use SPECINT 2000 as our benchmark for both effectiveness and efficiency. All experiments are run on an Intel Dual Core 2.5GHz machine with 2GB memory. The OS is Linux-2.6.30. Table 1 presents the results of static analysis, including the number of branches in the program (column # branches) and the number of SCD branches (# SCD). We can see 8.8-20.1% of the branches are SCD branches. 176.gcc has 20.1% SCD branches. It seems to be caused by the large number of switch-case statements.
Effectiveness
The next set of experiments is designed to evaluate the impact of SCD on runtime applications, including lineage tracing and taint analysis.
Lineage Tracing
We compare the lineage sets of individual output values in three settings: considering only data dependences (DD columns in Table 2 ); considering both data dependences and SCDs (DD+SCD columns); considering both data dependences and all control dependences (DD+FCD columns). We present the average lineage set sizes (Avg columns) and the maximum sizes (Max columns). Three benchmarks 175.vpr, 255 vortex, and 300.twolf run out of memory and hence omitted from the result table. We can observe that DD lineage sets are usually very small and FCD lineage sets are large and the SCD lineage sets are in the middle.
Measuring False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN). Lineage size does not sufficiently reflect the quality of the resulting sets. Hence, we design a metric based on input fuzzing. In particular, we decide the correlation between each pair of input i and output o as follows. We identify the value range of i based on its type and input description. We mutate i to each possible different value while retaining the values of all the other inputs. If for each mutation, o either changes or is absent from the output, we say i is in the ideal lineage set of o, denoted as i ∈ LI(o), because it indicates that the correlation between i and o is strong. In other words, if multiple values of i lead to the same o value, i is not in LI(o). Note that o may be absent if the mutation alters the control flow of the execution. In order to determine the absence of a particular output and carry out proper output value comparison, we have to align the outputs of the mutated execution and the original execution. Output values are dumped to a text file, together with the program points that emit them. The longest common substring (LCS) algorithm is used to align two text files. Program locations are used to provide better identification because it may occur that even though some outputs are absent due to the mutation, similar outputs are emitted by a different program location. A purely value-based LCS algorithm may be confused and draw a wrong conclusion that the outputs are still present.
Let LN(o) be the computed lineage. FP and FN are computed as follows. Table 2 . Overall, we observe that DD lineage has very high FNs, meaning it misses many important correlations. But it almost always has 0 FPs. In contrast, FCD lineage has very high FPs, but almost 0 FNs, meaning it captures all important correlations but also many weak correlations. SCD lineage provides more accurate results in general: it has both low FPs (maximum 19% and average 7.81%) and low FNs (maximum 25% and average 7.38%). The following explains some of the prominent data entries.
• The lineage sizes of different methods for 164.gzip and 256.bzip2 are not much different and they are all large. The reason is that the two compression programs rely on an accumulative process of finding patterns and hence are very sensitive to any individual input values. In fact, making any change to any single input value changes almost all individual outputs.
• It is counter-intuitive that some FPs are observed for the DD lineage in 181.mcf. Further inspection shows that they are mainly caused by the following line of code in readmin.c.
59 net->arcs = (arc_t *)calloc( net->max_m, sizeof(arc_t) );
There is data dependence from net → max_m to net → arcs through which the lineage information is propagated. However, the link is weak as although mutating inputs may change the size of allocation, the allocated memory with the new size does not affect the output as long as the new size is sufficiently large.
• FPs are observed in SCD lineage. We inspect the case for 186.crafty. We find the FPs are mainly caused by the following code snippet. We want to mention that the results in Table 2 are sensitive to the definition of ideal lineage. Another possible definition is that given a pair of input i and ouput o, if there exists a mutation of i that ever changes the value of o, i should be in LI(o). This definition will admit inputs that are very loosely correlated to the given output. We will leave it to our future work to study other ways of measuring FPs/FNs.
Case Study. We have presented a case study in Section 2.
Here we use another case study to further demonstrate the effectiveness of SCD. In this study, we want to show that after a compiler optimization, the output lineage can precisely include the statements in the source file that are relevant to the optimized code. We use the common sub-expression elimination (CSE) pass in 176.gcc, in which the compiler goes through the code and identifies sub-expressions that must have the same value (i.e., none of the variables get killed in between two occurrences of the same sub-expression) and then replaces the sub-expression with a variable. We use the following input file. 
The highly simplified code snippet relevant to CSE is shown in Fig. 10 . When function cse_insn(insn) starts to process line 5, variables src at line 6291 holds the expression "b * a", which is hashed into variable hash at line 6427. The hash value is used in calling lookup() at line 6448 to look for the equivalent expressions. In function lookup(), the hash table is traversed to find the candidate expression by calling function exp_equiv_p() at line 1182. In function exp_equiv_p(), the incoming expressions x and y are checked for their equivalence recursively. In this case, x and y are "b * a" and "a * b" respectively. These two expressions are further broken down to check the equivalence for each of their operands.
Since the return value of exp_equiv_p() is an integer, guarded by the result of comparisons at lines 2062 and 2095, whose true branches are SCD branches. When SCDs are captured, the lineage set of the resulting integer is the union of those of x and y, reflecting their relevance. In other words, the lineage sets from the original expression and the one in the hash table are unioned. The unioned lineage set is further propagated to variable elt at line 6448 through the SCD at line 1182. Hence, after the CSE optimization, the compiled file and its corresponding lineage set look like the following. 
Observe that the lineage of line 5' includes symbols of 'a' and 'b' in both lines 4 and 5 in the original code, indicating the optimization is indeed the result of finding the common sub-expression in lines 4 and 5. If SCDs are not considered, the lineage contains only line 5 but not line 4. Moreover, if all control dependences are considered, the resulting lineage of LN('c'@5') contains all expressions, including the one at line 3. The reason is that the lineage of an expression in the hash table contains all the expressions that are encountered before it due to the (loose) control dependences occurred in hash table operations during parsing. The relevant code snippet is omitted due to space limitation.
Taint analysis
We use taint analysis as another application to demonstrate the effectiveness of SCD. Note that taint analysis can be easily achieved with minor tweaking of the lineage system. In Fig. 11 , four programs from SPECINT2000 are randomly selected. The x axis represents the amount of inputs that we taint. The y axis represents the corresponding amount of outputs that get tainted at the end of program execution. We present four sets of results: considering only data dependences (DD curve in Fig. 11) ; considering both data dependences and SCDs (DD+SCD curve); considering both data dependences and all control dependences (DD+FCD curve). We also plot an ideal curve. The curve is acquired through fuzzing. Given a tainted input, if any mutation on the input must cause mutation on an output or make the output disappear, the output should be tainted ideally. Observe that the DD+FCD curve ascends much faster than the DD curve, meaning considering all control dependences often leads to over-tainting. The ideal and DD+SCD curves are in the middle and the DD+SCD curve closely follows the ideal curve except the middle part of 186.crafty, representing SCD can result in high quality tainting.
Efficiency
We evaluate the impact of tracking control dependences. The overheads of tracking strict control dependences (SCD) and all control dependences (FCD) are collected. For FCD detection, we implement the algorithm in [11, 23] . We normalize the results according to the uninstrumented execution time. As shown in Fig. 12 , the average overheads of SCD and FCD are 76% and 294% respectively. It causes more than two times slowdown to record FCD than recording SCD. These results are before any aggressive algorithmic optimizations. The compiler option was -O3.
RELATED WORK
Control dependence computation. Ferrante et al. [6] studied the use of dependence graphs in compiler optimizations. They proposed the concept of Program Dependence Graph that combines both data and control dependences in one graph. They also demonstrated how certain compiler optimizations can be done more efficiently on the graph. Horwitz et al. [8] presented dependence graphs in the context of precise static program slicing. They introduced what is called System Dependence Graph that combines both data and control dependence as well as interprocedural data dependence that is captured by the concept of transitive flow dependence edges, which in turn are computed by a technique borrowed from Attribute Grammar. Later, a more thorough algorithm to compute interprocedural control dependence was proposed in [18] . Podgurski and Clarke have proposed the term weak control dependence in [16] to describe dependences between loop termination and the statements following the loop. To distinguish with the classic control dependence, they called the classic control dependence strong control dependence. In [1] , a general framework was proposed by Bilardi and Pingali to perform faster computation of both the classic and weak control dependences.
Compared to these static techniques, our definition of strict control dependences (SCD) is different, and it represents a subset of control dependences that manifests the characteristics of data dependence and hence we argue it should be equally considered in applications that consider data dependences. SCD is relevant to confidence analysis in dynamic slicing [27] . Confidence analysis is an offline analysis that allows pruning unimportant dependence edges to produce smaller slices. It requires constructing dependence graph and then traverses the graph in a selective backward fashion with confidence information. SCD and confidence analysis share similar spirit in deciding the importance of dependences. The difference lies in that SCD branches are statically decided without profiling. SCDs are computed online and in a forward fashion, and hence they are desirable in applications such as taint analysis and lineage tracing. Furthermore, we handle implicit dependences caused by code omission through code transformation.
Taint analysis. Taint analysis [24, 14, 2, 10] assigns a taint to inputs (usually those received from untrusted sources) and then monitors the propagation of the taints during program execution. Lineage tracing [26] can be considered as a generalized form of taint analysis that captures the set of relevant inputs contributing to an output. These techniques and most other tainting systems mainly focus on data dependence and do not consider control dependence. As shown by our results, our technique would be a good complement. Clause and Orso [2, 3] provide a more generalized infrastructure supporting dependences along both control-flow and data-flow. But they do not consider the strength of control dependence. Most recently, Slowinska and Bos [19] evaluate the practicality of taint analysis. They conclude that taint analysis might induce both high false positive(FP) and high false negative(FN), and even taint explosion depending on the architecture, operation system and the nature of the subject program. According to their study, not considering control dependence is one important source of FNs. Our experiments also largely support their observation.
Information flow tracking. Information flow tracking systems [5, 4, 7, 12, 13, 15, 17, 25] prevent confidential information from leaking. Most of these systems rely on program dependence analysis. Podgurski and Clarke [16] showed that if one statement is being data or control dependent on by other statements, it could affect their execution. Many systems are not accurate enough to catch implicit information flow due to the limited support for control dependence. To achieve better result, in [11] , Masri et al. considered control dependence in dynamic information flow analysis. SCD would help addressing the induced FPs and FNs.
CONCLUSION
We propose a new concept called strict control dependence (SCD). SCD belongs to traditional control dependence but its characteristics are more like data dependences, which indicate strong correlation between statements. We formally define the semantics of SCD. We find that any predicates that involve comparative operators may give rise to SCDs. We devise a static analysis to locate these predicates. We also introduce the instrumentation rules detecting runtime instances of SCD. Implicit dependences are handled by program transformation. We evaluate the effectiveness of SCD on lineage tracing and taint analysis. We find that SCD substantially improves the quality of computed lineage sets and provides better tainting. We also find that online detection of SCDs incurs 76% overhead.
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